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1. SELECTION OF THE COUNTRY OR REGION IN WHICH TIE ELEVENTH WORLD HEALTH . 

ASSEMBLY WILL BE HELD: Item 7.5 of the Agenda (Official Records v. 

Resolution ЕВ19.R34; Document A10 /AFL/16) 

The CHAIRMAN called attention to the report by the Director-General contained 

in document A10 /AFL/16 and, as the matter had been carefully considered by the 

Executive Board, asked whether the Representative of the Board wished to make 

any statement about it. 

Mr BOUCHER, Representative of the Executive Board, said that the Executive 

Board had been extremely pleased at the suggestion that the Eleventh World Health 

Assembly should be held in the United States of America and was sure that that 

view would be shared by the members of the-Committee 

Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director- General, Department of Administration and Finance), 

Secretary, said that all members of the Committee would be aware of the invitation 

which had been given by the Government of the United States. Annexed to the 

report by the Director -General (document A10 /AFL/16) there was a letter, which had , 

been before the Executive Board, to the Director- General from the Department of State 

in Washington, signed by'Mr Francis Wilcox. There was also a later letter of 

9 April from the Acting United States Representative in Geneva to International 

Organizations confirmi:.ig the invitation. The Director -General had forecast that 

the delegation of the United States of America might wish to make a further 

statement. 
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Dr BURNEY (United States of America) said that the United States delegation 

had very great pleasure in reiterating the invitation of the United States 

Government for the holding of the Eleventh world Health Assembly in their country. 

Members of the Health Assembly would be aware of the invitation and would reca -1 

the remarks on it made by a member of the United States Congress at the Fourth 

Plenary Meeting. He would therefore only remind the Committee that the invitation 

had been extended and assure the Committee that the United States Government would 

do its utmost to ensure that the Assembly and the speeic'l anniversary session would 

be both successful and very pleasant. The invitation also included the meeting 

of the Executive Board immediately after the Eleventh World Health Assembly. 

He added that, if the invitation were accepted, the United States Government 

would enter into appropriate arrangements with the Organization, giving assurance 

that the United States Government stood prepared, in accordance with pertinent 

legislation, to bear the additional cost itivolved in holding the Assembly away from 

Headquarters, and that the United States would place at the disposal of the 

Organization all necessary facilities for the work of those meetings. W O enjoyed 

the benefits of the International Organizations Immunities Act which was adopted by 

the United States Congress in 1948. The provisions of that Act, together with 

other relevant United States legislative and executive measures, were ample to 

permit the successful conduct of the Eleventh Health Assembly and the other meetings. 

No further arrangements between Wit) and the United States Government appeared to be 

necessary with respect to the status, privileges, immunities and exemptions of 

persons attending those meetings. 
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The United States Government would consider it a great honour to be the host 

of the Eleventh World Health Assembly. It was its intention to make the visit 

pleasant and оuccessful and it would work in the closest collaboration with 

the officers of WHO in making all necessary arrangements. 

Professor HURТКО (Cuba) stated, on behalf of his Government, how 

delighted they were that the Organization had received this generous invitation 

from the United States of America. He would ask the Committee to approve the 

acceptance of this invitation by unanimous agreement. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the invitation referred to in resolution ЕВ19.R34 

of the Executive Board had now been received. The Committee'иΡras asked there- 

fore to consider the recommendation of the Executive Board that the Health 

Assemb y should select the United States of America :s the country in which 

the Eleventh World Health Assembly should be held. He was sure that in the 

. 
. plenary meeting the President of the Assembly would, on behalf of all rн .ambers, 

express their pleasure and appreciation in receiving this invitation. He. 

himself wished to express the same acknowledgements on behalf of the Committee. 

He suggested that the rapporteur might prepare a suitable draft resolution 

for consideration. 

Dr HAYEK (Lebanon) said that his delegation had studied with care the. 

resolutions passed by the Sixth World Health Assembly and the Executive 

Board in regard to the invitation from the Government, of Mexico,. and. on the 

lines of those resolutions he had prepared a draft resolution for the 

assistance of the rapporteur, It read: 
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The Tenth World Health Assembly, 

Considering Resolution EB19„R34 concerning the place of the Eleventh 
World Health Assembly; and 

Having regard to Article 14 of the Constitution of the World Health 
Organization, 

1• EXPRESSES its appreciation for the invitation made by the United States of 

America that the Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Session, the Eleventh World 
Health Assembly and the session of the Executive Board which follows the Health 

Assembly be held in the United States; 

2. АCCEPТS this invitation; 

3, SELECTS the United States as the country in which the sessions of the 

Health Assembly shall be held in 1958; 

4. REQTESТS the Director -General to enter into the appropriate arrangements 

with the Government of the United States of America in connexion with the 

convening of both the special session and the Eleventh Assembly and the session 

of the Executive Board which follows, which arrangements shall confirm 

(a) that the Government of the United States of America will bear the 

additional costs, not to exceed US 400 000, incurred by and on behalf 

of the Organization in the holding of these sessions outside Headquarters; 

(b) that there shall be placed at the disposal of the Organization the 

premises, installations, equipment, services and generally all facilities 

which the Director -General may deem necessary for the holding of both 

sessions of the Assembly and the Executive Board; 

(с) that in accordance with the declaration of the representatives of 

the United States of America the Organization shall enjoy ample benefits 

to permit the successful conduct of the special and annual sessions of 

the Assembly and of the Executive Board which follows, 

5, FURTHER REQUESTS the Director- General to report thereon to the Executive 

Board at its twentieth and twenty -first sessions,. 

The specific place of meeting in the United States of America, would be 

determined by the Exeoutive Board and would no doubt be decided at the twentieth 

session of the Board. 
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The CHhIRALN asked whether the Committee wished this draft resolution to be 

distributed in writing, and as no member asked for its distribution, he declared 

that the resolution was ádоpted. 

2.. REPORT ON .IМPLE11 NTATION OF SOLцТIОN нп7.33 ; Item 7.8 of the Agenda 
(Handbook of Resolutions and. Decisions, 3rd ed. рр,175 -176, 
Resolutions WHA7.33 and WHAg.23; Official Records No, 71, Resolution WI'9.53; 
Official Records Nos 76, Resolution ЕB19'R28 and Annex 6) 

The C-Il.IRNLN called attention to the relevant documentation, 

Professor SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) recalled that the item had been before several 

previous Assemblies;: and the Seventh Health Assembly had tried to find a practical 

solution to a difficult problem, The subject had also been discussed in subsequent 

Assemblies but resolution пЁА7,33 had not as yet been fully implemented. He would 

not discuss the reasons for that position and he thought that the difficulties were 

such that the current Assembly could not expect to find any better solution than 

earlier Assemblies, He did not think that a long discussion would help or would 

make the situation easier. . 

It. seemed to him therefore that the Committee could only note the report of the 

Director -General and hope that the position might improves He therefore proposed 

a resolution in the following terms; 

ttThe Tenth World Héalth Assembly, 

Noting With regret that the problem of the normal functioning of the 

Eastern Mediterranean Regional Organization has not yet found a satisfactory 

solution, 

EXPRESSES the hope that efforts will be made by all concerned to aid 

in the search for a satisfactory solution,." 

Nr Le POOLE (Netherlands) said that the motion suggested by the delegate 

of Iceland expressed also the feeling of the Netherlands delegation, 
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Dr EL W.'КIL ( Еgypt) said that he would like to have the proposed resolution 

for study. 

The CHLIRNuN said that the Secretariat would prepare copies as soon ae 

possible and in the meantime the Committee would adjourn, 

The Committee was suspended from 3.10 to 3.30 p,m, 

The CHLIRI'N said that the resolution proposed by the Delegate of Iceland was 

before the Committee. It was a short resolution which had already been read to 

the Committee and he asked whether the Committee was prepared to adopt it, 

Dr EL 1.4AКIL (Egypt) appreciated the spirit of conciliation in which this 

resolution bad been put forward. It was not his intention to discuss the substance 

of the situation which had been before the lssеmbly for a long time, His delegation 

was prepared to accept the resolution proposed by the delegation of Iceland with a 

small am ndment. He suggested that the word "normal" before "functioning" should 
Y 

be delete., and that after the words "Regional Organization" in the preamble to the 

resolution, it should read "has not yet found a satisfactory solution in accordance 

with terms of resolution NEA7.33 ". 

11r LIVERO (Israel) said that earlier in the meeting when the delegate of 

Iceland had proposed a resolution which would avoid the many pitfalls, there had 

been reason to hope that the Committee might avoid a new debate on the difficult 

problem before it. It had seemed possible for the Organization to look solely to what 

was demanded by its first princi 1E,s, but. in the ci.rcumstаneеs, he couldc,oriйy shore 



in what _.e believed was a very . enrol regret that that pоLsзbilitу was no longer 

before then. The purpose of the resolution proposed by the d,alegаtе of Iceland 

was to retord a rе`ret•at the existing situation and to express hope for the 

future, An attempt was apparently being macle, however, to revive and continue 

the previous discussions; he must, therefore, regretfully do the same. 

His re_ret was not because his •.case .was weak, but because of his reluctance to 

• enter on all the implications of the subject. 

• There was before the Committee an аttemрt to change the essence of the 

resolution proposed by the ::eleg.ato oi Iceland, by putting into it the substance 

of w�.at the resolution Lao been designed to avoid. Even so, he hoped he could 

spare the Committee aed not eo into all the cеtails. r:е would look only at the 

situation as it was today and at what hadnappaned since the Нealth Assembly last 

considered it. 

The Committee would recall thet at the hint- WWir1L: лealth Assembly, a 

resolution had been adopted, on the initiative of a State not aszeciat,ed with 

either side of the dispute, which sеemec to ;_eve a promise of a solution iaithin 

the ensuing year. That premise had boon vain, to the г bitter disappnlntment. 

There had seemed still a change that sоп t ing could be cone: it would have been 

possible for somet11ing to be done if tihera had been an intention to let the 

resolution work. The delе аtion of 7s�rael had wished: to implement that resolution 

and did not wish to spoil the hope that it expressed. The fact that It was 

spoilt was due to those who аd done everything possible to prevent the solution. 

His delegation had :rankly sct out wtn4t had seemed to it to be neсossarу, and the 
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Committee know оi the suggestion. that the two Sub- Committees should meet at a 

plaсе outside t..e . territories сf those i:c:iooro who rcus to sit w:th Israel. None 

the loss., it 11ad been гaade 3.п�aвsib].е for the two ups. to meet as had bвen 

proposed and, once a4in, had boor. Эn 195,з no nъeatin,; of the Regi.оnal 

Coranwctec i or the ее tern Iíeclitorranean ' Low tt hac happened was - од record 

and a matter of nistory, and. he would not ,;о into it agai_n. Tr.e important point 

' was to' consic;er-. w'_at could be done now. 

What could not be dono now was to prvtc..=г'. that the dead body of resolution 

Т,n' �� � 
` 
� ' a "= ' ; It was dead and should be buried; .,�;А7.33 could be �-�r�..Gc� as, � 1ivi:ъ4 в�:�. t. ,: 

if it was to be disinterred te с'e1catioп of Israel would have no hand . in it. 

He. did not wish to о into any nicaties of inte�preta.tion, he ..эи1ё merelу�state 

the Tacts. It was now su.csted in certain quarters нца nothing was wrong, 

. that the а?a,�.Î' was equal to the whole, Tihat it í.è1C: :1.,ï, mй'�ter ti:at only naif of 

the regional committee mot. The situation wao, terсfore, that or a lon_ ti:ne 

there had been no r?o;:tјnV of the Ive:io.:a1 Committee for. the ;Gstern lïediterra.теа,п. 

, It had even ooen t':1ou�i:t fit that Sub-CommitteE А, which included those иembers 

who I;а .:E:de it impossible r Israel to be ::rosent, should discuss health con- 

д it1oï1° in IsrüG1. 

А11 that ho had sa_': 'tras л 4 ге. s еd to ь 
. , о1: point that t. ie reÿ;ionál 

committee fir the üstern î•�;diterrancan was not functionin�. It was doing 

nothinз for the benefit of the Re�ion, not even for the benefit of those Nembers 

that were represented on Sub- Committee A. This had led to rcatcr cost and 

:neater difficulties in health work in the hïeion. 
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All that he could reasonably. ask the Organization to do now was to look 

the eituation in the face. The difficulty could. not e solved on the principle 

of discrimination; . so long as there was discrimination there could be no regional 

orgaiizatkon. The Assembly must therefore decide whether it wished. to have a 

regional organization for the Eastern Mediterranean or whether it did not. 

So long as the present position continued, the real .ork for the Region would 

be done by the Headquarters of the Organiz9ation; the rest - the meetings of 

Sub -Committee A and the resolutions passed therein - were formalities only. 

If the Assembly wished to have û regional organisation, it must give up the .luxu y 

of discrimination. Не was not pleading for mercy for his delegation or his 

country,. He felt that. he had a duty to his follow, limbers to speak out, because 

there was a danger that discrimination,, if not swiftly uprooted, might spread or 

be applied to other countries.. It had already had the effect that the Organization 

was now living under, a cloud. The Organization must z alizе that it could not 

allow discrimination without at least drawing attention to its dangers. His 

delegation did not wish to offer any resolution to the Committee; the matter was 

not -in their hands.. .mat the,Committee had to do now was to take a decision. 

Dr El TWIAKIZ (Egypt) remarked that he had no desire to engage in a bilateral 

discussion, nor to comment or answer what had just been said. He would merely' 

like to make some observations, speaking as a jurist, 

A juridical body was a manifestation of the will of its legislators. 

Once determined, the legislators endeavoured to express their aims by means of a 

legal instrument, which in its application must not betray the underlying will, 
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either by goin too far or not far enough. The lx0blеm before the Comrmnittee - 

the implementation of resolution '41'7.33 ‚ might to considered on the basis of 

these juridical Ÿrinciplos. All were aware that the two sub -committees of the 

Eastern Nleditеrranean Regional Committee had not been created to suit the convenience 

of Members or for the pleasure of crcatiп them, but for reasons beyond the 

technical scope of the Organization, which had mace it impossible for the Regional 

Committee to :met as a whole. 

He went on to cite t__o statement ï.ada by the C1 airman of the Working Party 

which, at the Seventh World Health Assembly, had drafted the procedures for thus 

sub -dividing the work of the їtеgиоnаl Committee, to t__e e.. оct that it was obvious 

that the Arab States ioul be in one sub'committec а:d Israel would be in the other 

(Official Records No. 54, pago 384). It should not be forgotten that that was 

the basis on which the resolution of the Seventh Тйогld health isчsemЫy rested. 

At that time, ho, as delegate of Egypt, :gad requcstc.. that the statement of the 

Chairman of the Worki: : Party should be re_ardcd as an explanatory note to the 

Working Party s report, 

It was unnecessary for hi:.? to remind the Committee el tha fundamental and 

moral value of such an explanatory note in an organization like '"0, zt was in 

effect a considered interpretation of the wish .f the legislators and only in the 

light that expressed interpretation could their real intention be discerned! 

At the Ninth World Health Assembly, the delegate of Israel had expressed the 

same idea in explaining his dclogatienis veto on resolution W1л9.53, when ho hád 

said that what was really of significance was. not the terms of the resolution but the 

action talzen by all concerned in its implоыепtгition Official Records N'. 71, page 334), 
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Unfortunately, the Israeli Government ha.' not follower' up that wise sentiment 

when it had expressed its wish to participate in Su'a- Committee A, although knowing 

full well that such an attitude destroyed the spirit of the resolution - making 

it a dead letter. 

The Israeli Government had justified its attitude on the ground that 

resolution WHA7.33 could be interpreted only as meaning that each Member State 

had the right to decide which of the two sub -committees it wished to рагtiоiаtе 

in. That arument might seem plausible, but it was nevertheless to be regretted. 

that а Member of the Crаnization should attempt to nullify an Assembly resolution 

and block its implementation on the pretext of an interpretation which was contrary 

to the Assembly's will and which ignored the intentions underlying the resolution. 

In its wisdoт and prudence, the Health Assembly had adopted the flexible formula 

of free choice, but to interpret that as a :eans for grouping all the Members in 

the Region in one single sub -committee was to make the resolution devoid of sense. 

In conclusion, he stated the Egyptian Government ►s viewpoint on the matter, 

namely, that the Tenth Health Assembly ought to take a clearer and more effective 

stand. In that connexion, it had to be made clear that the reason for the 

partial failure of resolution WHA7.33 was due to Israolls refusal to take part 

in Sub -Committee В. Zvery year a new pretext for that attitude was put before 

the Health Assembly. In its records, the Assembly must take a firm stand in 

affirming the intentions of resolution Тг)н' 7.33. 

Professor HURTADO (Cuba) said his reason for speaking was to give his 

,unqualified .support to the draft resolution as originally proposed by the delegate 
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of Iceland and without amendment. Re did so precisely in order to avoid the 

brining up once again of the controversial matters to which the Egyptian amendment 

referred, and for which the Health Assembly had unfortunately not yet been able to 

find an answer. 

The matter was one that cropped up year after year, and the Health Assemf3lу 

had heard the arguments presented by both sides.. Tito resolution аdop red at the 

Seventh World Health Assembly had appeared to offer a workable solution but in 

the result had failed to do se. 

In those circums taпсes, the questions arose whether t..erе was a determining 

factor responsible for that failure, and whether the obstacle to agreement among 

all the Nember States of the Eastern Nbditerranean region lay in the political 

conflict. Those were issues which would have to be faced before a solution 

could be found. 

If the whole question had to be gone into in substance, it would be well, as 

had been suggested, to take it up from the juridical s.a.z oint. And for that 

purpose an arbitration tribunal night be .set up to hear the case and to advise the 

Health Assembly on the measures to be taken. It night be objected that the 

Organization lacked the necessary power by way of sanctions to enforce the findings 

of such a tribunal arid, moreover, that it was not a political but a purely technical 

organization. Yet its Ker,bers were part of a political body, the United Nations - 

a point that was not open to dispute since admission to membership of МО had to go 

through the United Nations, 

The arbitration tribunal would accordingly be a superior body with the task of 

finding a definitive solution to the problem. 
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It clearly emerged from what he had just said that the complexity of the 

question was such that it would be iтpossiЫe for the present Health Assembly, with 

the limited time still remaining to it, to go fully into the substantive aspects. 

Accordingly he felt strongly that the draft resolution proposed by the delegate 

of Iceland should be adopted as it stood. That resolution would automatically bring 

the matter once again before the Executive Board for review, and it was for the 

Board to determine whether or not the measures previously recommended were working. 

With the time at its disposal the Board could go fully into the bases of the problem 

because, in his opinion, the time had. coma to find a definitive solution. 

Professor SIGURJONSSOН (Iceland) explained that his action in submitting the 

draft resolution now before the Committee had been motivated by the good intention 

of being neutral in the matter under discussion. He had hoped that, even if the 

draft resolution's terms were not fully acceptable to them, the two parties directly 

concerned might at least have found it possible to abstain upon it. 

No reference had been made in the draft resolution to the resolution АНй7.33, 

precisely because he had considered such a reference unnecessary; at the same time, 

it was his view that resolution WH1i7.33 still remained in force. He had felt it 

preferable not to make a direct referencetto that resolution, in the hope of 

avoiding a detailed discussion on the functioning of the two sub -committees of the 

Regional Committee of the Eastern Мediterranean. In that he had obviously failed, 

despite the very general terms in which his proposal was couched. . 
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It had been clearly stated, at the time the Seventh World Health Assemb]јг had 

introduced the system for the functioning cf the Eastern Mediterranean Regional 

Committee through two sub- committees, that the measure was provisional. But the 

Committee would surely agree that, even if the system had worked, that would still 

not have been a normal way for the Regional Committee to function, as envisaged 

in the Constitution. 

If one of the parties directly concerned felt bound to vote against his 

draft resolution, he would have seriously to consider withdrawing it. Accordingly, 

he appealed to the delegate of Erypt to reconsider whether the amendments he had 

proposed were essential to his delegation, notably the one proposing the addition 

relating to resolution WHA7.зз. 

Mr LIVERA (Israel) explained that he had asked to speak on a point of 

information. i ;s a lawyer, his interpretation of the various resolutions of the 

Health Lssembly was based on le`al grounds and, although his opinion differed from 

that of the delegate of Egypt, he might yet venture to think that he might be right. 

Furthermore, it was not in accordance with the facts to say that Israel had 

not wished. to participate in Sub -Committee B. Indeed, the only reason that 

Sub -Committee had not met was because Israel did want to take part in it. 

Lastly, he would like to make it clear that, both at the ninth World Health 

Assembly and at the pr;-sent Health Assembly, he had been representing the. Government 

of Israel and stating its views. There was no contradiction between the hope he 

had expressed at the Ninth World Health Assembly and the action taken by the 

Government of Israel since that time. 

Mr В0Тн'1. (Union of South Africa) was convinced that all members of the 

Committee would. wish to see the item under consideration disposed of in the best 
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possible way. Accordingly, his delegation suggested that the meeting might be 

suspended for a short time so that an attempt might be made to find an amendment to 

the draft resolution proposed by the delegate of Iceland that would make it more 

acceptable. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting was suspended at 4425 p.m. and resumed 
at 430 p.m. 

Mr В0ТНА (Union cf South Africa) stated that his delegation wished to propose 

an amendment to the draft resolution proposed by the delegate of Iceland in the hope 

that it would enable the Committee to dispose cf the item. The amendment was to 

ad.d at the end of the first paragraph of the preamble the-words: rand that 

c olutio 1п7а..77J hе not, up to the present timo, ее� ved the purpose for which it 

was adopted". 

Ir К11NАС1ЕТ (Saudi Arabia) remarked that he had. had no intention of taking 

part in the discussion on the problem which had been one of concern to the Committee 

for some years past. He would not burden the Committee by replying to the various 

insinuations made by the delegate of Israel, but there was one point he could not 

allow to pass in silence. The delegate of Israel had, called the resolution 

'1-íA7.33 a "dead body". So far as he was aware, any resolution adopted by the Health 

Assembly remained alive so long as it was not reversed by a subsequent resolution 

of that Assembly. 
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Нё'strongly suspected, that the delegate of Israel in making his statement had 

merely betrayed his ittenticn, which was to bury resolution WНА7.33. He sincerely 

trusted that neither the Ccmmittee nor the Health Assembly would. take any decision 

in that sense. 

In conclusion, he expressed his surprise that the one responsi'бle for preventing 

the implementation of that resolution was now lamenting it as dead. 

Dr EL W&KIL (Egypt) asked whether the Director -General, in the event of the 

adoption of the Icelandic draft resolution as amended by S Guth Аfrica, would be 

authorised to put into effect resolution WH&7.33 in the course Of the next year. 

The DIRECТ0R- GENERL said he had invariably oxxdeavoured to the best of his 

ability to implement the resolutions of the Health Assembly. In the past, he had 

submitted reports to the Health Assembly an his attempts to carry out the provisions 

of resolution Wн&7;33.. All he could say in answer to the delegate of Egypt was that 

whatever lay within the power of the Director- General and the Secretariat of 1nи0 

would be done. Any action that might depend an the countries concerned was outside 

his responsibility. 

Dr EL WitКIL (Egypt), apologising for intervening again, wished to ask the 

Regional Director of the Eastern Mediterranean Region whether he would send out 

invitations to the Members cf that Region in the same way as had previously been 

done under earlier resolutions on the matter. 
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Dr SHOUSHI (Regional Director of the Eastern Mediterranean Region), speaking at 

the invitation of the СНАМ АN, recalled that his term of service with the. Organization 

would be ended in a few months' time. Sо long as he remained Regional Director, 

however, he would execute the decisions of the Health Assembly and in the matter under 

discussion the relevant decision was embodied in resolution WHA7.33. 

Dr EL WAKIL (Egypt) thanked the Director- General and the Regional Director, 

The CHAIR?TAN noted that he had no more speakers on his list. The Committee had 

before it the draft resolution submitted by the delegate of Iceland, together with 

the amendments proposed by the delegates of Egypt and of South Africa respectively. 

He proposed to proceed to the voting. 

Dr EL WAKIL (Egypt) withdrew his amendrient. 

Er BOTH& (Union of South Africa) thanked the delegate of Zgурt for his action in 

withdrawing his amendment. In the circumstances, he would like to ask the delegate 

of Iceland if he would be prepared to accept the amendment to his draft resolution 

submitted by the South African delegation. 

Professer SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) agreed to accept the South African amendment 

in the hope that it would make his dráft'resolution acceptable to both the parties 

directly concerned in the matter. 

The SECREТАRY, at the invitation of the Chairman, read the draft resolution, as 

proposed by the delegate of Iceland and amended by the delegate of South Africa. 

Decision: The Icelandic draft resolution, as amended by South Africa, 
was adopted by 37 votes to none, with 19 abstentions. 
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Dr EL .ti'AKIL (Egypt) explained that his delegation had abstained from voting 

because it considered the resolution departed from the agenda item. The Egyptian 

Government felt that resolution WКA7.33 might be fully implemented if Israel were to 

make more sincere efforts. 

Nir LIVERAN (Israel), replying to the remarks of the delegate of Egypt, said that 

the delegation of Israel had voted for the resolution just adopted because it believed 

the resolution meat exactly what it stated. 

The CHAIRH"N announced that the Committee had now disposed of all its items o:f 

business with the exception of the approval. of its final report to the Health Assembly. 

That report would be ready for consideration very shortly and in the meantime he would 

suspend the meeting. 

The meeting was suspended at 4.45 p.m. and 

resumed at 5.10 p.m. 

З. DRAFT вТКТН KEPORT OF THE С012ТТг,Е (Document Al0/AFL/40) 

The CHAIRMAN called upon the Rapporteur to introduce the draft sixth report of 

the Committee, 

Dr V. NNUGLI (Italy), Rapporteur, read the report. 

The С1IRНАN suggested that, in accordance with the established custom, the 

report should be considered section by section. 

There were no comments on sections 1, 2 and З. 
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Er GЕЕRLERTS (Belgium) suggested an amendment in the French text of operative 

paragraph 1 of the draft resolution in section 4,, which was purely of an editorial 

nature. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director -General, observed that the suggested amendment in 

the French text would not affect the English text of the draft resolution. With 

the Committeets consent, the change would be introduced into the French text. 

It was so agreed. 

There were no further comments on section 4 or section 5. 

Decision: The draft sixth report was unanimously adopted. 

4. CLOSURE OF SESSION 

The CНAIRиАN said that the work of the Committee had come to an end, but before 

closing the meeting he would like to cóngratulate the members on the achievenemts of 

the session. The Committee's agenda had contained a number of difficult items, some 

of which had necessitated very courageous decisions. Naturally there had been 

divergencies of opinion and sometimes the debates had become heated, but despite that, 

the overall spirit prevailing in the Committee had been one of zeal devoted to making 

the Organization better able to serve the health interests of the people of the world. 

He would like to express his whole -hearted appreciation to every member of the 

Committee for the unfailing assistance accorded to him in his somewhat inexperienced 

efforts to conduct the proceedings. The honour of presiding over the Committee 

would remain a pleasant memory with him in the days to come. 
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The Committee would surely like to join him in thanking the Vice -Chairman, the 

Rapporteur and the representative of the Executive Board for their untiring services, 

which had greatly expedited the work of the Committee. Again, the Committee had also 

enjoyed the devoted and efficient services of all members of the Secretariat, and on 

its behalf he would express gratitude and thanks to them. 

Mr CALDERW00D (United States of America) said he was sure all the mglпbers of the 

Co�rmittee would like to endorse, very heartily the Chairman's thanks to the 

Vice -Chairman, Rapporteur, the representative of the Executive Board and the Secretariat, 

With respect to the Chairman himself, Mr Calderwood found him over -modest. At 

the time he took over his office the Chairman had expressed doubts as to whether he 

would be able to carry on the high traditions of his predecessors. The Committee 

would be unanimous, he was convinced, in agreeing that the Chairman had more than 

maintained those traditions, and he would like to express appreciation of the 

skilful manner in which he had conducted the Committee's proceedings. 

Dr SIRI (�iгgentina), Mr LI 'N (Israel), Mr BRADY (Ireland), Dr SНARMA (India), ' 

Sir John CHARLES (United Kingdom of GrRa} Britain and Northern Ireland) and 

Mr GEER,ERTS (Belgijam }•added their words of praise to those made by the earlier 

speakers. 

The СНАIRмё.М• thanked the members of the Committee for their kind appreciation of 

his services and of those of the Vice- Chairman and Rapporteur. He called upon the 

Secretary to speak. 
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The SECRЕТА,.Y expressed his deep appreciation on behalf of himself and of the 

entire Secretariat for the tributes which had been paid to their work. 

The CHAIRМAN, in declaring the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal 

Мatters closed, expressed the hope that its members would meet again the following 

year in the United States of America. 

The meeting rose at 5.45 p.m. 


